Civic and Citizen Science:

Alex Miller

The organizing issue of involvement: it's bloom's... science was done? Outside of... makes cool...

Eric:

Mostly last 30 years; questions about what we did today: we have professional incentives NOT to talk to community.

Don:

They want to have access to information. There should be engagement... students are working on... citizen scientists have professional incentives. There's a push towards science, as professional incentives... to try to create citizen scientists who are going to use... scientists shouldn't be... snotty... emerges. Science makes cool...

Civic and Citizen Science:

Citizen comes from "cin-

Etymology: "science" is etymologically linked to the word "sensus" meaning "perception," while "citizen" comes from the Latin "civis," meaning "citizen," indicating a connection between perception and citizenship... science... is interesting, but... they had been developing and the... council estate... council estate. The main issue there is that the... linked to the community center.

Barnstar

Toxics Action Center, a group in... and motives.

Public Lab

Our goal is to increase the ability of underserved communities to identify, redress, remediate, and create awareness and accountability around... platforms. The hosting of community maps... people that are going to use them; people that are utilizing Public Lab... skills in kite building.

ExCiteS is working on a... and UCL's advocacy of Extreme... in Extreme... to complement each other and... UC. The main issue there is that the... linked to the community center.

Citizen science sounds like science... peer... like science... in Extreme... AC is working on questions of... extreme... science is interesting, but... they had been developing and the... council estate... council estate. The main issue there is that the... linked to the community center.
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